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FOUR RENOWNED ERNEST HOLMES BOOKS
NOW AVAILABLE IN SPANISH
GOLDEN, CO (November 3, 2016) – Centers for Spiritual Living (CSL) and Science of
Mind Publishing are proud to announce the release of four new Ernest Holmes books that have
been translated and published in Spanish. The books, which are available from Amazon in both
paperback and Kindle e-book versions, are: ¿Podemos Hablar Con Dios? (Can We Talk to
God?); Este Algo Llamado Tú (This Thing Called You); Como Usar la Ciencia de la Mente
(How to Use the Science of Mind; and Lo Esencial de Ernest Holmes (The Essential Ernest
Holmes).
These books will also be available in many of the 400 CSL Centers and communities
worldwide. The newly released translated books join a growing number of other volumes written
by Ernest Holmes that are available in Spanish. The view the entire catalogue and to link to any
or all of the Spanish Holmes books, visit the CSL Global Services website at:
http://globalservices.csl.org/science-of-mind-resources/translations.html?id=162.
“The collective writings of founder Ernest Holmes are at the heart of everything we do at
CSL, from our transformative education programs to our international spiritual outreach,” said
Mark Gilbert, Manager of CSL Global Services. “We are so pleased to be able to translate these
four very popular books and make them available to Spanish-speaking individuals in the U.S.
and abroad.”
Based in Golden, CO, Centers for Spiritual Living™ is a global community comprised
of 400 spiritual communities, teaching chapters, study groups and other ministries in 30
countries, teaching a New Thought philosophy through the study and practice of Science of
Mind®, also known as Religious Science®. The organization honors all spiritual paths and
lifestyles. For more information, visit: www.CSL.org.
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Science of Mind Publishing, Park Point Press and Spiritual Living Press -The book
publishing arm of Science of Mind, these various imprints preserve and present the work of Dr.
Ernest Holmes and expand the philosophy’s reach through various retail outlets, online and in
bookstores worldwide. Park Point Press works with individual, like-minded authors to make
reality their dream of sharing their unique books. For more information, visit
www.ScienceOfMind.com/Publish-Your-Book or www.ScienceOfMind.com/Shop.
CSL also publishes Guide for Spiritual Living: Science of Mind magazine, a monthly
publication that that empowers readers with tools to create a better, happier and more satisfying
life. Every issue features thought-provoking articles with today’s most influential New Thought
leaders such as His Holiness the Dalai Lama, Deepak Chopra, Jean Houston, Mitch Horowitz,
don Miguel Ruiz and Christiane Northrup. Plus daily guides, smart ideas and useful tips to help
awaken a life you love. Visit: www.ScienceOfMind.com.
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